Dear Partners,

As part of our continued commitment to our valued partnership, we invite you to engage with our Global Webinar Series 2020.

We are true believers in the power of internationalisation and the long-lasting benefits that digital mobility can offer towards flexible knowledge delivery, collaborative learning and the provision of intercultural experiences for both students and colleagues at partner institutions.

We would like to give you, your students and colleagues the opportunity to make the most of our Global Webinar Series. Below you'll find a list of our first edition of Research Seminars, Guest Lectures and other events that we will live stream in real-time. Whether your colleagues are interested in specific research areas or expanding their academic networks, or perhaps your students may wish to experience a taste of academic life at the University of Hull - either way, we hope that you'll share this information around your institution and join us for some of the events.

No software download is required to view the live streams, and the events can be broadcast either to a classroom or accessed on individual electronic devices. Most of our sessions will also allow for audience participation and interaction.

Simply click the links below to register now!
Join Faculty Academic Research Seminars

The Middle East Study Group Annual Lecture
“Climate Change and its Impacts in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle East”
Professor David J. Drewry, UK Commission for UNESCO and former VC of University of Hull

25th March 16:00 GMT

Register

Guest Lecture

BLOCKCHAIN:
In 2017, Blockchain hype emerged with a roaring bitcoin market driving prices up 1000s of %.
It seemed from thought leaders that you could just take anything and make it Blockchain.
Today, we understand that will not be the reality. But, what is Blockchain’s role in technical and business model innovation? Does it still have the potential that drew such great interest?
David Noble, Director of the Peter J.Werth Institute for Entrepreneurship & Innovation, University of Connecticut

27th February 18:00 GMT

Register
Experience Live Teaching in Hull

Digital Marketing & Social Media
Insights into Digital Marketing: Peter Andrews, Lecturer in Marketing.
24th February at 09:00am GMT

Register

Comparative Law
Exploring Law and Translation: Dr Martina McClean, Lecturer in Law.
9th March at 10:00am GMT

Register

Management Systems and Standards for Sustainability
Insights into Sustainable Certification of Products: Dr Fernando Correia, Lecturer in Sustainable Business Management.
27th March at 10:00am GMT

Register

Understanding America
Exploring the American political system and Global Leadership: Dr Justin Morris, Lecturer in International Studies
24th February at 14:00 GMT

Register

With best wishes from the UK, Faculty of Business, Law and Politics
University of Hull